REPORTED INCIDENTS OF SOMALI PIRATE ATTACKS & HIJACKINGS IN THE GULF OF ADEN

Pirate Incident Summary Since 1 January 2008: 27 Hijackings; 28 Released; 28 Suspected Pirates on Land; 572m; 6,000km

*Image Source: Map Time, with base Mapsheet by UNOSAT, updated 2008 and 2009. Additional imagery used: BAE Systems & British Aerospace - for International Centre on Action against Vesselinctions (ICAV) - 2008; NIMA - for satellite imagery & related geographic information to chart piracy incidents; Cartographic Institute of the Netherlands - for best available map of Horn of Africa; GEC Ltd. - for best available map of Gulf of Aden. All data used in this analysis for the identification of suspected pirates is derived from satellite imagery, media sources, and government reports.
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